
Pk’s Perspectives… Why change is coming? 

 When it was happening, I didn’t realize what was happening.  I just thought it was cool that 
my grandparents had interesting kid’s stuff around their house…like toys, and age appropriate 
books, and a TV in one of the upstairs bedrooms, and there was the summer we arrived to find a 
shiny red two-seater bicycle.  Back then it didn’t dawn on me that my grandparents were collecting 
this stuff for the good of their grandchildren so that our visits would be thick with anticipation and 
relevant to our young minds!  I remember thinking it was amazing my grandparents had a two-
seater bicycle; at the time I didn’t understand they purchased it for the benefit of us grandchildren 
even though I never saw my grandparents riding it!  The older generation reaching out to connect 
with those coming after…it’s a beautiful thing. 
 I witnessed this same thing when Gayle and I had three little boys.  We would arrive at my 
mom’s house to find all sorts of “grandchildren amenities” had been added for the benefit of my 
children.  The most amazing thing was a treehouse that my mother’s husband constructed in their 
backyard for the sole purpose of making memories with the grandkids!  Bicycles and beach toys and 
a cool treehouse were just some of the investments made by my mother and her husband to make 
visits to their house special and meaningful.  The older generation reaching out to connect with 
those coming after…it’s a beautiful thing.  
 I’m certain that if Gayle and I ever have grandchildren we will do the same types of things - 
we will think about the interests of the young kids and fill our house with grandchild friendly stuff!  
For example, we don’t currently have any pool toys that children would enjoy because it’s mostly 
adults that use our pool.  I fully expect that Gayle will buy every child-sized pool toy and float @ 
Walmart the day after she finds out a grand baby is on the way!!  Because what grandparent wants 
their grandchild to endure a monotonous visit?!?  What grandparent wants to hear their grandchild 
asking mom or dad, “When can we go home?”  The older generation reaching out to connect with 
those coming after…it’s a beautiful thing! 
 All this to say that in many ways, we need to have the same mindset in our church family.  
The schedule change with which we’re experimenting during the summer and fall months is mostly 
about how to best connect unchurched people and new believers with the rich experience of sharing 
life with a local community of maturing Christ followers.  Owing to a plethora of reasons, the experts 
who study societal trends agree that 11:00 AM is no longer the ideal or universally accepted “church 
time” in the minds of many people under the age of 35….and especially among those under the age 
of 25.  Tinkering with our Sunday start times, with the order of events (worship then SS - which, 
btw, has been the experience of our early service attendants for 20 years!), and trying a 
simultaneous service approach is about positioning ourselves to effectively reach unchurched people 
in the years to come.  I don’t think it’s an overstatement to say that we are looking for the best ways 
to invest in the future viability of Cochran First Baptist Church.  
 We will never change the Gospel message.  We will never shy away from identifying with the 
cross of Jesus Christ.  We will never seek to redefine right/wrong, holy/unholy from the way it is 
defined in holy Scripture.  But if a different Sunday schedule is more effective at reaching 
unchurched people with the Gospel of Jesus and connecting them with His church, I’m all for it!  
Maturing believers reaching out to connect with those coming after…it’s a beautiful thing.  Cya in 
Sunday School & Worship, PK.


